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Molecular Mechanism for the Regulation
of Protein Kinase B/Akt
by Hydrophobic Motif Phosphorylation

activity, termed PDK2, phosphorylates PKB at Ser 474
of its C-terminal hydrophobic motif. Phosphorylation of
Ser 474 augments the activity of PDK1-phosphorylated
PKB by 7- to 10-fold (Alessi et al., 1996), such that
phosphorylation of both residues results in greater than
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PKB is responsible for phosphorylating numerous nu-237 Fulham Road

clear and cytosolic proteins that regulate cell metabo-London, SW3 6JB
lism and growth. For example, during insulin signaling,United Kingdom
the kinase phosphorylates GSK-3, PFK2, and mTOR to2 Friedrich Miescher-Institut
induce glycogenesis and protein synthesis, while theMaulbeerstrasse 66
phosphorylation of proteins that regulate apoptosisCH-4048, Basel
such as BAD, caspase-9, forkhead transcription factors,Switzerland
and I�B kinase promotes proliferation and survival
(Datta et al., 1999). PKB stimulates cell cycle progres-
sion by phosphorylation of the CDK inhibitors p21WAF1Summary
and p27Kip1, causing their retention in the cytoplasm,
whereas mdm2 is localized to the nucleus to suppressProtein kinase B/Akt plays crucial roles in promoting
p53 (Mayo and Donner, 2001). PKB plays an importantcell survival and mediating insulin responses. The en-
role in the generation of human malignancy. The enzymezyme is stimulated by phosphorylation at two regula-
is the cellular homolog of v-Akt, an oncogene of thetory sites: Thr 309 of the activation segment and Ser
transforming murine leukaemia virus AKT8 isolated from474 of the hydrophobic motif, a conserved feature of
a mouse lymphoma (Staal et al., 1977). Viral-Akt is amany AGC kinases. Analysis of the crystal structures
fusion of the viral Gag protein with the PKB� sequenceof the unphosphorylated and Thr 309 phosphorylated
(Bellacosa et al., 1991). Myristoylation of the Gag se-states of the PKB kinase domain provides a molecular
quence targets v-Akt to the cell membrane, resulting inexplanation for regulation by Ser 474 phosphorylation.
its constitutive phosphorylation. The genes for the � andActivation by Ser 474 phosphorylation occurs via a
� isoforms of PKB are overexpressed and amplified indisorder to order transition of the �C helix with con-
ovarian, prostate, pancreatic, gastric, and breast tumorscomitant restructuring of the activation segment and
(Testa and Bellacosa, 2001). Moreover, the finding thatreconfiguration of the kinase bilobal structure. These
PTEN, one of the most commonly mutated genes inconformational changes are mediated by a phosphor-
human cancer, encodes a PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 lipid phospha-ylation-promoted interaction of the hydrophobic motif
tase, provided compelling evidence linking PKB to onco-with a channel on the N-terminal lobe induced by the
genesis (Cantley and Neel, 1999).ordered �C helix and are mimicked by peptides corre-

In humans, the three isoforms of PKB are highly con-sponding to the hydrophobic motif of PKB and potently
served, sharing the same regulatory phosphorylationby the hydrophobic motif of PRK2.
sites. However, a splice variant of PKB� lacks the
C-terminal regulatory phosphorylation site, and interest-Introduction
ingly the specific activity of this splice variant, isolated
from stimulated cells, is �10-fold lower than the full-

The serine/threonine protein kinase PKB/Akt is a critical
length � isoform, a value that is consistent with the role

component of an intracellular signaling pathway that
of the C-terminal phosphorylation site to stimulate PKB

exerts the effects of growth and survival factors and activity (Brodbeck et al., 2001). CTMP is a negative regu-
that mediates the response to insulin and inflammatory lator of PKB, which by binding to the C-terminal region
agents (Datta et al., 1999; Brazil and Hemmings, 2001). of the protein suppresses phosphorylation of Thr 309
PKB is activated as a consequence of agonist-induced and Ser 474 (Maira et al., 2001).
stimulation of PI3 kinase and generation of the phospho- Protein kinase B is a member of the AGC family of
lipid PtdIns(3,4,5)P3. This second messenger interacts protein kinases that includes PKA, PKC, PDK1, and the
with the PH domain of PKB, recruiting the kinase to the p70 and p90 S6 kinases (Coffer and Woodgett, 1991;
plasma membrane and exposing a pair of serine and Jones et al., 1991a). As well as being structurally related,
threonine residues for phosphorylation by membrane- AGC-protein kinases share numerous functional similar-
associated protein kinases. PDK1 phosphorylates PKB ities such as activation in response to second messen-
on a Thr residue (Thr 309 of PKB�) of the activation gers and dependence on phosphorylation for activity.
segment. The unphosphorylated form of PKB is virtually Members of the family are phosphorylated on a con-
inactive, and PDK1 phosphorylation stimulates its activ- served Thr residue within their activation segment. In
ity by at least 100-fold (Alessi et al., 1996, 1997; Stokoe vitro PDK1 is capable of phosphorylating AGC kinases
et al., 1997; Stephens et al., 1998). A distinct kinase on this position (Vanhaesebroeck and Alessi, 2000), al-

though recent studies using PDK1-deficient ES cells
suggest that PDK1 activity is only necessary for PKB3 Correspondence: dbarford@icr.ac.uk (D.B.), hemmings@fmi.ch

(B.A.H.) and a subset of other AGC kinases (Williams et al., 2000).
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The site of C-terminal regulatory phosphorylation of PKB lated in vitro on Thr 309, (2) �PH-PKB-�C, not phosphor-
ylated on Thr 309, and (3) �PH-PKB, dephosphorylated(Ser 474) is within a hydrophobic sequence motif (F-x-

x-F-[S/T]-Y), conserved within a large proportion of AGC in vitro (Table 1). These three crystal forms are isomor-
phous and diffract up to 2.3 Å resolution when exposedkinases (Keranen et al., 1995; Pearson et al., 1995). In

PKB, substitution of Asp for Ser 474 mimics Ser 474 to synchrotron radiation (Table 1). Solution of the struc-
ture was by means of molecular replacement using thephosphorylation (Alessi et al., 1996), and significantly

some atypical PKC isoforms and PRK2 (PKC related ternary complex of mouse PKA (Knighton et al., 1991)
(Table 1).kinase 2) have Asp or Glu residues at this position. PKA

requires phosphorylation of the activation segment Thr
residue (Thr 197) for activity (Yonemoto et al., 1997), Overall Structure of PKB and Comparison with PKA
although this is a constitutive site of phosphorylation, The structure of p�PH-PKB-�C is essentially identical
and unlike other AGC kinases is resistant to dephos- to those of �PH-PKB-�C and �PH-PKB (rms deviations
phorylation by protein phosphatases (Shoji et al., 1979). of 0.3 and 0.4 Å, respectively), and this similarity to
The hydrophobic motif of PKA is also unusual and com- inactive forms of PKB, together with features of the
prises the sequence -Phe-Thr-Glu-Phe-350, with Phe structure, indicates that the crystallization conditions
350 corresponding to the C terminus of the PKA catalytic favored the inactive conformation of p�PH-PKB-�C.
subunit, and therefore the enzyme lacks a site of regula- Our discussion is focused on the p�PH-PKB-�C crystal
tory phosphorylation. structure because of its higher resolution.

Here we describe crystallographic, thermodynamic, As expected, the overall structure of p�PH-PKB-�C
and kinetic studies of the kinase, revealing the molecular resembles that of the related catalytic subunit of PKA
basis of regulation by hydrophobic motif phosphoryla- (Figure 1). The two protein kinases share essentially the
tion. Activation of PKB by Ser 474 phosphorylation oc- same secondary structure topology, except that in PKB
curs via a mechanism involving a disorder to order tran- there is no counterpart to the �A helix of PKA, and some
sition of the �C helix of the N-terminal lobe, induced by of the structural elements of PKB are disordered. The
the association of a phosphorylated hydrophobic motif, architecture of PKA consists of an N-terminal lobe based
with concomitant ordering and restructuring of the acti- on a five-stranded � sheet, with two � helices (the �B
vation segment and alignment of catalytic site residues. and �C helices), and a larger, mainly �-helical C-terminal

lobe, containing the activation segment. The catalytic
site for ATP is located at the interface of the two lobes,Results and Discussion
and the substrate peptide binding site is within the C
lobe, centered on the activation segment. The inactiveStructure Determination
state of PKB differs in structure from the catalyticallyCrystals of the kinase domain of the � isoform of human
active form of PKA in a number of respects that arePKB were obtained by delineating a protease-resistant,
important for the regulation of PKB by multisite phos-structurally compact domain and by controlling the
phorylation. These differences involve the overall juxta-phosphorylation state of the protein in vitro. We ex-
position of the N and C lobes of the kinase and structuralpressed two forms of PKB in Sf9 cells with an N terminus
disorder of the �B and �C helices of the N lobe, activa-following the preceding PH domain and linker region
tion segment of the C lobe, and C-terminal regulatory(Figure 1). One form, �PH-PKB-�C, corresponds to the
segment. Compared with the PKA-ternary complex, theminimum kinase domain without the C-terminal 21 resi-
N lobe of PKB is rotated by 20� relative to its C lobe,dues that contain the hydrophobic motif (HM) including
causing catalytic site residues from the two lobes to beSer 474, whereas the second form, �PH-PKB, contains
misaligned. When superimposed individually, differ-the hydrophobic motif. To prepare defined phosphory-
ences in conformation between the equivalent N and Clated states of these proteins, phosphorylation and de-
lobes of PKA and PKB are observed localized to the �1phosphorylation reactions were performed using PDK1
strand and �C helix in the N lobe and DFG motif and(for pThr 309) and the nonspecific � protein phospha-
�F/�G loop in the C lobe.tase, respectively. The phosphorylation states of the

proteins were analyzed by Western blots using phos-
phospecific antibodies, and the stoichiometry and sites Structure of the N Lobe and Flexibility of the �B

and �C Helicesof phosphorylation were quantitatively assessed by
mass spectroscopic analysis. Only the � isoform crystal- Within the N-terminal lobe of PKB, the � sheet is well

ordered; however, residues Ala 189 to Thr 207, equiva-lized, and we obtained three crystal forms that differ in
their state of phosphorylation and by the presence of lent to the �B helix and the majority of the �C helix of

PKA, are highly mobile, as judged by disorder in thethe hydrophobic motif: (1) p�PH-PKB-�C, phosphory-

Figure 1. Structure of PKB and Comparison with PKA

Ribbons representation of PKA (A) and PKB (B). Catalytic and regulatory structural elements are color coded, with �B and �C helices gold,
DFG and APE motifs of the activation segment red, remainder of activation segment yellow, catalytic loop gray, �1/�2 glycine-rich loop pink,
and hydrophobic motif of PKA gray. PKA and PKB were superimposed onto their C-terminal lobes. Phe 294 of the DFG motif of PKB occupies
a site equivalent to the adenine pocket of the nucleotide binding site of PKA. (C) Stereo view of a superimposition of PKA and PKB to show
different relative orientations of their N- and C-terminal lobes. Main chain coil of PKA is colored as in (A). PKB is colored green. Conformational
differences in C lobe are localized to the activation segment and �F/�G loop. (D) Schematic of PKB. Figure drawn using BOBSCRIPT (Esnouf,
1997) and RASTER3D (Merit and Murphy, 1994)
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Table 1. Crystallographic Data Collection and Refinement Statistics

Protein p�PH-PKB�-�C �PH-PKB�-�C �PH-PKB�

Amino acid residues 146–460 146–460 146–481
Phosphorylation Thr 309 – –
Space group (Z) P41212 (1) P41212 (1) P41212 (1)
Cell parameters a (Å) 148.40 149.70 149.52
c (Å) 38.55 39.19 39.06
X-ray source ID14eh4 ESRF ID14eh4 ESRF ID14eh4 ESRF
Resolution (Å) 2.3 2.7 2.5
Observations (N) 113 677 50 875 92 809
Unique (N) 18 905 12 147 16 090
Completeness (%) 96.1 (77.8) 94.2 (84.0) 99.7 (99.3)
aRsym 0.050 (0.243) 0.065 (0.236) 0.057 (0.255)
I/�I 21.0 18.0 14.8
Refinement
Resolution range (Å) 35–2.3 35–2.75 35–2.6
Reflections used (N) 17 576 10 320 14 317
Rfree set (N) (%) 1 398 (7.1) 1 199 (9.9) 1 598 (10.0)
bRcryst/Rfree 0.237/0.309 0.238/0.30 0.254/0.314
Protein atoms (N) 2 198 2 198 2 198
Solvent atoms (N) 154 27 125
r.m.s.d. bond angles (�) 1.54 1.57 1.53
r.m.s.d. bond lengths (Å) 0.0105 0.0112 0.0104

Values in parentheses are for the highest shell.
aRsym 	 
h
j|�I(h)�-I(h)j|/
h
j�I(h)�, where �I(h)� is the mean intensity of symmetry-equivalent reflections.
bRcyrst/free 	 
||Fobs|  |Fcalc||/
|Fobs|, where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed and calculated structure factors, respectively.
Root-mean-square deviations relate to the Engh and Huber parameters.

weighted 2Fo-Fc electron density, composite simulated 181 is not properly positioned, and there are associated
changes in the structure of the activation segment andannealing omit maps, and analysis of the atomic temper-

ature factors (Figure 2A). Specifically, for all crystal relative disposition of the N- and C-terminal lobes. As
described below, disorder of the �B and �C helices offorms, there is no visible electron density to account for

residues Ala 189 to Thr 197, whose counterparts in PKA PKB is linked to the disorder of its nonphosphorylated
C-terminal regulatory segment.form the C terminus and N terminus of the �B and �C

helices, respectively. The short �B helix, which connects
the �C helix with the central �3 strand of the � sheet, The C-Terminal Hydrophobic Motif

Regulatory Segmentis unique to the AGC-protein kinases and in PKA causes
the N terminus of the �C helix to be displaced from the In PKA, residues of the hydrophobic motif interact with

the hydrophobic groove of the N lobe (Figures 1A, 2B,�4/�5 strands of the � sheet, creating a deep hydropho-
bic groove. In PKA this groove is responsible for interac- and 4). These interactions are dominated by the side

chains of Phe 347 and Phe 350, which protrude intotions between the N-terminal lobe and C-terminal hy-
drophobic motif (Figures 1A and 2A). the groove. Specifically, the phenyl ring of Phe 347 is

extensively buried by the side chains of five amino acids:The �C helix of the N lobe fulfils crucial catalytic and
regulatory functions in all protein kinases. First, an in- Lys 76, Val 79, and Val 80 of the �B helix, Ile 85 of the

�C helix, and Leu 116 of the �5 strand, whereas the sidevariant glutamate residue at the N terminus of the helix
(Glu 91 of PKA, Glu 200 of PKB) contributes to its cata- chain of Phe 350 contacts Leu 89 and Lys 92 of the �C

helix and Leu 116 and Met 118 of the �5 strand (Figurelytic function by accepting a hydrogen bond from an
invariant lysine side chain, Lys 72 of PKA (Figure 3). Lys 2B). At one end of the channel, two adjacent basic resi-

dues of the �C helix (Lys 92 and Arg 93) form salt-72 in turn coordinates the � phosphate of ATP in active
protein kinases. Second, the �C helix is responsible for bridge interactions with two carboxylate groups of the

hydrophobic motif. In contrast to PKA, the crystal struc-governing the overall juxtaposition of the N and C lobes
by virtue of its extensive interfacial contacts with the C tures of PKB show that residues corresponding to the

regions of the �B and �C helices, which in PKA interactlobe, particularly via interactions with the DFG motif of
the activation segment. Significantly, in many protein with the hydrophobic motif, are disordered (Figure 2).

This disorder probably results from loss of interactionskinases that are regulated by phosphorylation of the
activation segment, the �C helix provides a basic resi- with the hydrophobic motif of PKB. In the crystal struc-

tures of �PH-PKB-�C, the 21 residues C-terminal to Serdue to contact the phospho-amino acid. In PKA, His 87
of the �C helix contacts pThr 197 (Figures 2B and 3A). 460 were removed from the expression construct, and

therefore potential interactions between the hydropho-In the inactive state of PKB, His 196 and Glu 200 of the
�C helix (His 87 and Glu 91 of PKA) are disordered, and bic motif and the N lobe are not possible. Moreover, in

these structures, electron density for residues C-ter-contacts between Glu 200 and Lys 181 (Lys 72 of PKA),
and those between His 196 and pThr 309, are not formed minal to Asp 441 is not visible, suggesting that they are

conformational disordered. However, in the �PH-PKB(Figures 2C and 3B). Disorder of the �C helix contributes
to an inactive state of PKB because the side chain of Lys structure, which contains a nonphosphorylated hy-
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Figure 2. Structure of the N-Terminal Lobe

(A) Flexibility of �B and �C helices. 2Fo-Fc electron density map contoured at 1� of a portion of the N-terminal lobe of p�PH-PKB-�C (�3,
�4, �5 strands, �B and �C helices). Electron density for the � sheet is well resolved, whereas the �B and �C helices are disordered. Main
chain and side chain of PKB residues are shown as coil in yellow and atom bonds, respectively. The main chain of the N-terminal lobe and
hydrophobic motif of PKA is shown in blue and superimposed onto PKB.
(B and C) Role of hydrophobic motif to order the �B and �C helices and link to activation segment. (B) Interactions of hydrophobic motif of
PKA with the �5 strand and �B and �C helices of the N-terminal lobe. Phe 347 and Phe 350 are buried by hydrophobic residues. Glu 349
and C-terminal carboxylate form hydrogen bonds with basic residues of the �C helix. (C) Disorder of the �B and �C helices of PKB is correlated
with absence of bound hydrophobic motif. Residues mutated to test responsiveness to PIFtide (Figure 7B) are colored pink. In (B) bracketed
residues correspond to PKB numbering

drophobic motif and therefore retains the potential to or the simulated annealing omit maps. In the inactive
PKB structures, the ordered DFG motif adopts a differ-interact with the N lobe, we are also unable to detect

visible electron density for residues C-terminal to Asp ent conformation from its counterpart in PKA, function-
ing to inhibit PKB by disrupting the nucleotide binding441, indicating that the hydrophobic motif is mobile.
site (Figure 3). The Asp residue of the DFG motif of
activated protein kinases is responsible for coordinatingConformation of the Activation Segment

and Nucleotide Binding Site the Mg2� ion of the ATP binding site. In PKB, the side
chain of Asp 293 (equivalent to Asp 184 of PKA DFGThe activation segment is central to the regulation and

catalytic activity of protein kinases (Johnson et al., motif) is directed away from the ATP binding site (Figure
3B). This structural change is accompanied by a shift1996). In all three crystal forms of PKB, a contiguous

region of the activation segment (residues 297 to 312) in the positions of Phe 294 and Gly 295 of the DFG motif,
and main chain of Leu 296, toward the glycine-rich �1-located between the invariant DFG and APE motifs, and

including (p)Thr 309, is disordered. There is no electron �2 nucleotide binding loop of the N lobe. Relative to the
conformation of the equivalent Phe 185 residue of PKA,density visible for these residues in either the 2Fo-Fc
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Figure 3. Role of �C Helix to Regulate Conformation of PKA and PKB and Structure of Activation Segment and DFG Motif

(A) �C helix stabilizes an active state of PKA by interaction with pThr 197 of the activation segment via His 87, and Phe 185 of the DFG motif
via Ile 93 and Leu 94.
(B) In PKB, disorder of the �C helix prevents His 196 from interacting with pThr 309; Phe 294 of the DFG motif binds within the nucleotide
binding site of ATP.

the phenyl ring of Phe 294 is displaced by 10 Å and crystallization, the inactive conformer of the protein was
selected in the crystal lattice. Additional Ser 474 phos-forms hydrophobic contacts with the adenine binding

pocket, a structural feature that was first observed in phorylation stabilizes the active state, allowing most,
and probably all, PKB molecules to adopt an activethe inactive state of IRK (Hubbard et al., 1994). Thus, in

PKB, the ATP binding site is disrupted both because conformation.
Comparison with PKA explains how the inactive statesLys 181 and Asp 293, residues responsible for coordi-

nating the phosphate groups, are displaced, and be- of PKB lack catalytic activity and suggests that conver-
sion to the activated state occurs by concerted reorder-cause ATP is sterically hindered from binding by Phe

294. Consequently, AMP-PNP/Mg2� at 5 mM did not ing of the �B and �C helices, activation segment, and
C-terminal regulatory segment, in a process linked tobind to the protein in the crystals. In PKA, the intimate

contacts between Phe 185 of the DFG motif and hy- conformational changes of the DFG motif and reorienta-
tion of the N and C lobes. These changes would resultdrophobic residues of the �C helix stabilize the relative

positions of the helix and activation segment. The al- in a kinase conformation similar to that of PKA phos-
phorylated on Thr 197. The three basic residues thattered conformation of Phe 294 of PKB is correlated with

the relative dispositions of its N and C lobes and the coordinate pThr 197 of PKA are invariant in PKB, sug-
gesting that pThr 197 and pThr 309 fulfil similar roles indisorder of the �C helix. Finally, disorder of the activation

segment of PKB in both the unphosphorylated and mo- the two kinases. However, PKB differs from PKA by its
requirement for hydrophobic motif phosphorylation tonophosphorylated (pThr 309) states precludes interac-

tions with protein substrates. achieve maximum kinase activity. In the PKA crystal
structure, the hydrophobic motif lies within a hydropho-
bic groove formed by residues whose counterparts inMechanism of PKB Activation by Phosphorylation

PKB monophosphorylated on Thr 309 is �10% as active the �B and �C helices of the inactive states of PKB are
disordered. The unphosphorylated hydrophobic motifas the fully phosphorylated enzyme. This implies that

the conformational transition of PKB by multisite phos- of �PH-PKB was disordered, suggesting that activation
by Ser 474 phosphorylation is linked to the concomitantphorylation is allosteric: the enzyme exists in equilibria

between inactive and active states, with the active state ordering of the hydrophobic motif and �B and �C helices
mediated by the association of the motif with the in-being promoted by the additive phosphorylation of Thr

309 and Ser 474. Only 10% of a population of PKB duced N lobe hydrophobic groove. Ordering of the �C
helix will induce global changes in the PKB conformationmolecules monophosphorylated on Thr 309 will adopt

an active conformation, and this explains why the crystal by facilitating interactions between the residues of the
�C helix and critical regions of the molecule. These inter-structure of PKB, monophosphorylated on Thr 309,

adopts the same conformation as the inactive, unphos- actions include those between Lys 181 and Glu 200,
and two �C helix-activation segment interactions, Hisphorylated state of PKB. Under the conditions used for
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Figure 4. Features of the Hydrophobic Groove

(A) Conservation of hydrophobic motif binding channel among AGC kinases. The molecular surface of PKA is calculated with residues 340-
350 omitted and is color coded according to sequence conservation with color ramped from red (invariant) to blue (nonconserved). Kinase
sequences used to determine conservation are PKB�, PKA, PKC, p70-S6K, p90-S6K, PDK1, SGK, and NDR1. Residues of the hydrophobic
motif (Phe 347 to Phe 350) of PKA are shown. Figure drawn using GRASP (Nicholls et al., 1991).
(B) Electrostatic potential of the hydrophobic groove.

196 and pThr 309, and hydrophobic contacts with Phe and the induced hydrophobic groove of the N-terminal
lobe, thereby causing an allosteric activation of the ki-294 of the DFG motif.
nase, we assessed the ability of peptides modeled on
the hydrophobic motif of PKB to activate the enzymeAllosteric Activation of pThr 309-PKB by Hydrophobic

Motif Peptides via an intermolecular association with the N-terminal
lobe. First, we showed that toward Crosstide, a peptideTo test the model that Ser 474 phosphorylation pro-

motes an interaction between the hydrophobic motif substrate derived from the PKB phosphorylation site of

Figure 5. Multiple Sequence Alignment of Various AGC Kinases

Invariant residues are colored red, conserved are yellow. The positions of critical functional residues are indicated with a blue arrow and
numbered according to PKA. PKB Thr 309 and Ser 474 phosphorylation sites are indicated. The conserved AGC kinase hydrophobic motif is
shown and mutated residues of PKB that influence PIFtide activation (Figure 7B) are indicated by gray arrows. Figure drawn using ALSCRIPT
(Barton, 1993).
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Figure 6. Activation of PKB by Hydrophobic Motif Peptide and PIFtide and Complex Formation between PKB and PIFtide

(A) Dose response curve for the stimulation of p�PH-PKB-�C kinase activity by various PKB HM peptides, a synthetic 23 residue peptide
encompassing the PKB HM motif. Closed circles, phosphorylated peptide; closed triangles, S474D mutant peptide; open circles, unphosphory-
lated peptide.
(B) Dose response curve for the stimulation of (p)�PH-PKB-�C kinase activity by PIFtide, a synthetic 24 residue peptide encompassing the
PRK2 HM motif. Closed circles, PIFtide and p�PH-PKB-�C; closed triangles, PIFtide and �PH-PKB-�C; open circles, mutant PIFtide(D�A)
and p�PH-PKB-�C. The maximal activity of PIFtide stimulated �PH-PKB-�C is 350 nmol/min/mg, equivalent to Thr 309 and Ser 474 phosphory-
lated �PH-PKB.
(C) Isothermal titration calorimetry measurements of the binding of PIFtide to p�PH-PKB-�C (left) and �PH-PKB-�C (right). Upper panel, raw
data of the titration of PIFtide into (p)�PH-PKB-�C. Lower panel, integrated heats of injections, corrected for the heat of dilution, with the
solid line corresponding to the best fit of the data using the MicroCal software.
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Figure 7. Conserved Residues of the Hydrophobic Motif, and Residues of the N Lobe of PKB, Are Required for PIFtide and PKB HM Peptide-
Mediated Stimulation of PKB Kinase Activity

(A) Mutations of conserved hydrophobic motif residues of PIFtide and PKB HM peptide reduce or eliminate their potential to activate �PH-
PKB-�C phosphorylated on Thr 309.
(B) Mutations of hydrophobic and electrostatic residues of the �PH-PKB-�C N lobe hydrophobic groove reduces the stimulation of PKB
activity by 130 �M PIFtide. The positions of mutated residues on PKA and PKB (R202D, V194A-V198A, and L225A) are shown colored pink
in Figures 2B and 2C and shown in Figure 5.

GSK-3, the unphosphorylated form of �PH-PKB-�C has peptide modeled on the phosphorylated hydrophobic
motif of PKB� (HM-P, residues 460-481) activatedno significant catalytic activity, whereas its Thr 309

phosphorylated counterpart was active. Addition of a p�PH-PKB-�C, with the stimulation reaching a maxi-
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mum of 4-fold at 0.6 mM, the highest concentration sis of PKB-PIFtide interactions will provide insights
concerning the mechanism of activation by Ser 474of HM-P peptide achievable in our assay (Figure 6A).

Significantly, this 4-fold stimulation of PKB by HM-P phosphorylation.
Using isothermal titration calorimetry, we determinedpeptide is lower than the 7- to 10-fold stimulation of

PKB by Ser 474 phosphorylation (Alessi et al., 1996). the affinity between PIFtide and both p�PH-PKB-�C
and �PH-PKB-�C (Figure 6C). First, we found that theAnalysis of the concentration-dependent activation of

PKB by HM-P (Figure 6A) revealed that the binding sites equilibrium dissociation constant defining the interac-
tion between PIFtide and p�PH-PKB-�C was 6 �M, es-for HM-P on �PH-PKB-�C were not fully titrated even

at a peptide concentration of 0.6 mM, suggesting that sentially identical to the EC50 value for the activation of
p�PH-PKB-�C by PIFtide (Figure 6B). This result sug-higher concentrations of HM-P are necessary to fully

stimulate PKB activity. The modest activation of PKB gests that the association of PIFtide to PKB correlates
with the activation of the kinase. Second, we found thatby HM-P peptide suggests a relatively low affinity of

peptide for the PKB N-terminal lobe. An equivalent HM- the interaction of PIFtide with p�PH-PKB-�C is driven
by a large negative enthalpy change (�H of –16.0peptide with an Asp substitution of Ser 474 was also

capable of activating p�PH-PKB-�C, consistent with kcal.mol1) that compensates the energetically unfavor-
able decrease in entropy (T�S of 9.2 kcal.mol1). Thestudies showing that Asp mimics Ser 474 phosphoryla-

tion (Alessi et al., 1996). However, the maximum activa- observed large decrease in entropy is not generally typi-
cal of protein-peptide interactions, for example SH2 do-tion by this peptide was only 3-fold because of the lower

affinity toward �PH-PKB-�C than the HM-P peptide main-phosphotyrosine peptide complexes (Ladbury et
al., 1995), and is consistent with an ordering of both the(Figure 6A). Finally, as expected, the unphosphorylated

HM peptide did not stimulate PKB activity. protein, presumably the �B and �C helices of the N lobe,
and peptide on complex formation. Although PIFtidePhosphorylation of a Ser or Thr residue within the

hydrophobic motif is a conserved feature of the activa- does not stimulate the activity of �PH-PKB-�C (Figure
6B), ITC data revealing a dissociation constant of 5.5tion of varied AGC kinases, including PKC (Keranen et

al., 1995) and the p70 and p90 S6 kinases (Pearson et �M indicated that PIFtide interacts with this form of the
enzyme as strongly as it does to phosphorylated �PH-al., 1995; Frodin et al., 2000). However, in some PKC

isoforms, and in the PKC related kinase, PRK2, the site PKB-�C, further emphasizing the crucial role of Thr 309
phosphorylation for PKB activity (Figure 6C) (Alessi etof Ser/Thr phosphorylation is replaced with either an

Asp or Glu residue, suggesting that in these kinases, al., 1996).
The finding that PIFtide interacts with PKB with highthe hydrophobic motif will be constitutively activated,

similarly to PKA, because of a permanent negative affinity provided a model system for testing our notion
that the essential role of Ser 474 phosphorylation is tocharge at this site. The C-terminal region of PRK2 that

encompasses the carboxy-terminal hydrophobic motif promote the association of the hydrophobic motif with
the N lobe of PKB. The residue of PIFtide equivalent towas previously shown by Alessi and colleagues to inter-

act tightly with the AGC kinase PDK1 (Balendran et al., Ser 474 of PKB is an Asp, which presumably mimics a
phosphorylated Ser 474 residue. To assess the impor-1999). PIFtide, a peptide representing the C-terminal 24

residues of PRK2, including its hydrophobic motif, was tance of this residue for the ability of PIFtide to activate
PKB, we determined the concentration-dependent acti-observed to stimulate PDK1 activity by 4-fold (Biondi et

al., 2000). The findings of Biondi et al. (2000) prompted vation of p�PH-PKB-�C by PIFtide with an Ala residue
substituting for the Asp. We found that, although higherus to test whether PIFtide would also activate PKB by

mimicking the HM-P peptide. Remarkably, we found concentrations of this mutant PIFtide(D→A) are required
to activate p�PH-PKB-�C than wild-type PIFtide, sug-that PIFtide activated p�PH-PKB-�C by 15-fold, sub-

stantially more strongly than the activation achieved by gesting a lower affinity, the maximal activation of the
kinase achieved by saturating concentrations of the mu-the phosphorylated HM peptide. Analysis of the concen-

tration dependence of p�PH-PKB-�C activation by PIF- tant peptide is identical to that of the wild-type peptide
(Figure 6B). The estimated EC50 value for PIFtide(D→A)tide revealed that the peptide binds the kinase with high

affinity, resulting in a maximum and saturable activation is 20 �M, indicating an 8-fold lower affinity than PIFtide.
ITC experiments also revealed an approximately 20-foldat 20 �M and a corresponding EC50 value of 3 �M (Figure

6B). Significantly, the specific activity of p�PH-PKB-�C lower affinity between PIFtide(D→A) and p�PH-PKB-�C
relative to PIFtide. Thus, these experiments demon-maximally activated by PIFtide was 350 nmol/min/mg,

essentially identical to the specific activity of �PH-PKB strate an important concept that the PIFtide-induced
conformational change of p�PH-PKB-�C that resultsphosphorylated on both Thr 309 and Ser 474. Moreover,

the latter form of PKB cannot be activated by PIFtide. when PIFtide interacts with the kinase, and which leads
to a maximal stimulation of the kinase activity, does notPIFtide also promotes a 5-fold activation of �PH-PKB

phosphorylated on Thr 309 to a specific activity similar require a negatively charged residue at the equivalent
of Ser 474 of the hydrophobic motif. The major role ofto that of p�PH-PKB-�C. The lower fold stimulation of

�PH-PKB compared to that for p�PH-PKB-�C can be a negative charge at this site is to increase the associa-
tion of PIFtide with the PKB N lobe, whereas other resi-explained by the partial phosphorylation of Ser-474 on

p�PH-PKB purified from Sf9 cells. Taken together, these dues, particularly the conserved Phe residues of the
FxxF motif (see below), are more critical for promotingdata indicate that the stimulation of p�PH-PKB-�C by

an intermolecular association with PIFtide is equivalent the conformational change responsible for activating
the protein.to Ser 474 phosphorylation and the resultant intramolec-

ular association between the N lobe of PKB and phos- Because of the low affinity between p�PH-PKB-�C
and the PKB HM peptides, we were unable to determinephorylated HM and furthermore suggests that an analy-
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a KD value defining their interaction with PKB using ITC. pressed to similar levels and that the enzyme was quan-
titatively isolated in a phosphorylated state. Moreover,However, by assuming that the association between

p�PH-PKB-�C and the PKB HM peptides is an equilib- the basal kinase activities of wild-type and mutant pro-
teins were similar, indicating that the mutations did notrium process and that at saturating concentrations of

peptide, the activation of p�PH-PKB-�C will be similar disrupt the overall structure of the protein. Wild-type
PKB prepared using this procedure was stimulated �5-to that induced by PIFtide, we used the data in Figure

6A and estimated the EC50 constants for the phosphory- fold by 130 �M PIFtide (Figure 7B). The slightly lower
activation probably results from incomplete Thr 309lated and S474D HM peptides to be 2.3 and 3.6 mM,

respectively, an affinity �1000-fold lower than for phosphorylation, and consequently the PKB HM peptide
did not elicit measurable activation. Replacing hy-PIFtide.
drophobic groove residues significantly reduced, but
did not completely abolish, the potential of PIFtide toMutagenesis of the Hydrophobic Motif and N Lobe
stimulate PKB (Figure 7B). Mutation of two �C helixHydrophobic Groove
residues, Val 194 and Val 198 (Ile 85 and Leu 89 of PKA),By assessing the ability of modified PIFtide and HM
reduced PIFtide activation to only 25% of wild-type,peptides to activate p�PH-PKB-�C, we delineated the
whereas a Leu 225 mutant of the �-5 strand (Leu 116role of conserved residues of the hydrophobic motif
of PKA) caused almost a complete loss of respon-to induce the active conformation of PKB. For these
siveness to PIFtide (Figures 2, 5, and 7B).experiments, we used an 11 residue peptide encom-

Electrostatic interactions are important in definingpassing the 6 residue hydrophobic motif of PIFtide (PIF-
high-affinity PIFtide and PKB HM peptide associationstide1, Figure 7A) that essentially recapitulates the activa-
with PKB (Figure 6B) and form the basis for the increasedtion of p�PH-PKB-�C observed for the 23 residue
affinity of the HM for the N lobe and subsequent activa-PIFtide. The slightly lower activation suggests that resi-
tion of PKB by Ser 474 phosphorylation. Examinationdues of PIFtide N-terminal to the HM contribute to high-
of the PKA and PKB crystal structures suggests that Argaffinity PKB interactions. The PKB activities were deter-
202 of the �C helix is likely to be important in mediatingmined at PIFtide concentrations ranging from 210–250
contacts to pSer 474 and the corresponding Asp residue�M, where wild-type PIFtide fully activates PKB (Figures
of PIFtide. The equivalent residue of PKA, Arg 93, which6B and 7A). While all conserved residues of the HM
is also conserved in PKC and PRK2, forms a water-motif contribute to PKB activation, significantly the two
mediated salt bridge to the carboxylate group of Gluphenylalanine residues of the motif are essential for HM-
349 (Figures 2 and 4B). A charge reversal at this siteinduced activation. Ala substitutions of these residues
(R202D) almost eliminates the ability of 130 �M PIFtidein both PIFtide and the phosphorylated PKB HM peptide
to activate PKB (Figure 7B), consistent with the notioncompletely eliminated the potential of these peptides to
that Arg 202 forms electrostatic contacts with PIFtide.stimulate PKB, even at PKB HM peptide concentrations
However, analogous to our finding that at high concen-of 1.2 mM (Figure 7A). A similar essential role for the
trations, the PIFtide(D→A) mutant could activate PKBequivalent Phe residues has been proposed for PKA
maximally (Figure 6B), the R202D PKB mutant was morewhere Ala substitutions lower the thermal stability and
responsive to higher concentrations of the peptide.virtually abolish the catalytic activity of the enzyme

(Etchebehere et al., 1997). Mutation of either the con-
served Tyr residue or of both Asp residues of the PIFtide Discussion and Implications for Other

AGC-Protein Kinasesmotif showed that these residues also contribute to the
stimulatory affect of PIFtide on PKB activity (Figure 7A). This study presents a model for the regulation of PKB by

hydrophobic motif phosphorylation. We describe dataPIFtide activates PKB by interacting with and simultane-
ously stabilizing the activated conformation of PKB. indicating that the role of HM phosphorylation is to in-

duce an ordered N-terminal lobe as a result of an in-Therefore, the lower stimulatory effect of mutant PIFtide
and PKB peptides most likely results from a reduced creased affinity between the hydrophobic motif and the

hydrophobic groove. Ordering of the �C helix transmitsaffinity for the activated conformation of PKB; however,
because mutant PIFtide peptides have either low or no a structural change to the activation segment and reori-

ents the N and C lobes. We show that in the inactiveactivity even at �200 �M, we were unable to determine
EC50 values for their activation of PKB. PKB crystal structures residues of the �B and �C helices

are disordered. Consistent with a disorder to order tran-The crucial role of the conserved Phe residues of
the hydrophobic motif to promote PIFtide and PKB HM sition, the interaction of PIFtide with PKB is accompa-

nied by a large negative entropy change. Mutation ofpeptide-mediated stimulation of PKB, and for the activ-
ity of PKA, suggests that they stabilize the active state key hydrophobic residues of the N lobe groove and

hydrophobic motif either reduce or eliminate the abilityof both PKB and PKA by a related structural mechanism.
To test the notion that a hydrophobic groove is induced of PIFtide to activate PKB. We showed by using PIFtide

as a model system that the role of a negative chargein PKB to engage the hydrophobic motif, and activate
the kinase, we prepared a series of His tagged p�PH- within the HM (e.g., PKB Ser 474 phosphorylation) is to

increase the affinity of the HM for the N lobe. In thePKB-�C hydrophobic groove mutants and assessed
their responsiveness to PIFtide. PKB mutants were tran- context of the PKB kinase domain, phosphorylation of

Ser 474 will increase the ability of the HM to interact withsiently expressed in HEK cells, phosphorylated in vitro
with PDK1, and purified using Ni-NTA agarose. SDS- the N lobe via an intramolecular association. However,

because we found that PIFtide(D→A) had only 8-foldPAGE and Western blot analysis of the purified fractions
revealed that wild-type and mutant proteins were ex- lower affinity for PKB relative to PIFtide (Figure 6B), it
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Sf 9 cells were lysed 72 hr post infection. The protein was purifiedis likely that the unphosphorylated HM of PKB will still
using a combination of Q-sepharose anion exchange (Amersham),retain a weak affinity for the N lobe. We can therefore
Ni-NTA (Qiagen), and phenyl TSK hydrophobic interaction (Toso-rationalize why PKB monophosphorylated on Thr 309
hoas) chromatography, prior to removal of the N-terminal His tag by

has between 7- to 10-fold lower activity than doubly treatment with Tev protease. His tagged Tev protease was removed
phosphorylated PKB. from cleaved PKB by Ni-NTA agarose. PKB was further purified

Disorder to order transitions of the �C helix as a result using Q-sepharose anion exchange chromatography and by size
exclusion using an S75 gel filtration column (Amersham). To prepareof phosphorylation represents a previously unrecog-
p�PH-PKB-�C phosphorylated on Thr 309, the protein was incu-nized mechanism for the stimulation of protein kinase
bated with PDK1 (purified from Sf9 cells) with 5 mM ATP/MgCl2 foractivity. However, there is evidence that other AGC ki-
2 hr at 20�C and for 14 hr at 4�C. Phosphorylated �PH-PKB-�C

nases undergo similar transitions, modulated by the hy- was separated from unphosphorylated �PH-PKB-�C by phenyl-
drophobic motif. For example, phosphorylation of the TSK hydrophobic interaction chromatography and S75 gel filtration.
HM of PKC increases its activity and resistance to tem- �PH-PKB was purified in the same way as for �PH-PKB-�C, except

that after the Ni-NTA purification, the enzyme was treated with �perature-induced denaturation (Bornancin and Parker,
protein phosphatase for 2 hr at 20�C to dephosphorylate the protein.1997) and the Phe residues of the PKA HM motif are

critical for its stability and catalytic activity (Etchebehere
Crystallization of (p)�PH-PKB-�C and �PH-PKBet al., 1997). The conservation of the hydrophobic motif
The protein was concentrated to 10 mg/ml and AMP-PNP/MgCl2of AGC kinases is correlated with the invariance of the
was added to a final concentration of 5 mM. Crystals were grown

residues equivalent to Lys 76 and Leu 116 of PKA pre- using the under-oil batch method. 1 �l of protein was mixed with
dicted to form the base of the hydrophobic groove in an equal volume of crystallization buffer: 30% (w/v) polyethylene
a number of diverse AGC kinases (Figures 4A and 5). glycol 4000, 0.2 M lithium sulfate, 0.1 M Tris.HCl (pH 8.5), and 5 mM

DTT, within individual wells of a 72 well polystyrene tray, immersedUniquely among AGC kinases, PDK1 lacks a C-terminal
under silicone oil, and incubated at 20�C.hydrophobic motif, although its N-terminal lobe hy-

drophobic groove is proposed to interact with PIFtide
Data Collection and Structure Determination(Biondi et al., 2000). Similarly to our findings with PKB,
Crystals were incubated in a cryoprotection buffer comprising 18%high-affinity interactions between PIFtide and PDK1 re-
(w/v) polyethylene glycol 4000, 120 mM lithium sulfate, 60 mM

quired the conserved aromatic and Asp residues of the Tris.HCl (pH 8.5), 15% (v/v) polyethylene glycol 400, and 5 mM AMP-
hydrophobic motif of the peptide (Balendran et al., 1999) PNP/MgCl2 for 20 s, prior to freezing in a nitrogen gas stream at 100
and were disrupted by substitutions of PDK1 HM groove K. X-ray diffraction data were collected at ID14eh4, ESRF, Grenoble.

Data were analyzed and processed using the HKL (Otwinowski andresidues (Biondi et al., 2000).
Minor, 1997) and CCP4 (1994) program suites. The structures of theThe affinity of the HM-P peptide for PKB that is not
three crystal forms of the PKB kinase domain were solved indepen-phosphorylated on Ser 474 is �1000-fold lower than
dently by means of molecular replacement using the coordinatesthat of PIFtide and is reminiscent of the low affinity of of the catalytic subunit of mouse PKA (Knighton et al., 1991) with

the tyrosine phosphorylated C terminus of Src for its own the program CNS (Brünger et al., 1998). The atomic structures were
SH2 domain, compared with optimal phosphotyrosine refined using rigid body and least squares refinement with CNS.
binding sequences (Bradshaw et al., 1998). The covalent Model building and analysis was done using O (Jones et al., 1991b).
attachment of the phosphorylated hydrophobic motif to

Protein Kinase B Assaythe PKB kinase domain will greatly increase its effective
PKB was assayed essentially as described by Andjelkovic et al.concentrations presumably in excess of the EC50 value
(1999) with 30 �M Crosstide (GRPRTSSAEG) as substrate withoutestimated for the activation of PKB by the HM-P peptide.
the PKA inhibitor peptide. For peptide stimulation experiments, theHowever, a modest mutual affinity may be important for
various peptides were added to the kinase assay mix prior to PKB.

two reasons. First, in order for phosphorylation of the Peptides were synthesized by Franz Fischer at the FMI, Neosystem,
HM to be capable of modulating its affinity for the N France, and Severn Biotech, UK. The PKB� HM peptide was
lobe, the affinity of the unphosphorylated HM for the N GLLELDQRTHFPQFS474YSASIRE, with Ser 474 unphosphorylated,

phosphorylated, and replaced with Asp, and the PIFtide sequencelobe must be sufficiently low to prevent the two from
is REPRILSEEEQEMFRDFDYIADW. All experiments were performedbeing constitutively associated. For example, a substitu-
in either duplicate or triplicate.tion of PIFtide(D→A) for the PKB HM motif would render

PKB fully active and therefore unresponsive to HM phos-
Isothermal Titration Calorimetryphorylation. Second, it allows modulator proteins to gain
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was performed using a MCS

access either to the hydrophobic groove or the phos- ITC (MicroCal). All protein and peptide samples were previously
phorylated motif, or for protein phosphatases to depho- dialysed into a buffer comprising 75 mM Tris.HCl (pH 8.0), 100 mM
sphorylate pSer 474. Whether the activation of PKB by NaCl, and 5 mM DTT. Titrations were performed by injecting 15–20

consecutive aliquots (15 �l) of peptide solution (0.7–1.5 M) into thePIFtide reflects a biologically significant regulatory
ITC cell containing PKB (70–170 �M) at 14�C. ITC data were cor-mechanism for stimulation of PKB by a modulator pro-
rected for heat of dilution of PKB solutions. Binding stoichiometry,tein that interacts with the N lobe is unknown. However,
enthalpy, and equilibrium association constants were determinedthe affinity of PIFtide for PKB may provide insight con-
by fitting corrected data to a bimolecular interaction model.

cerning the nature of the PDK2 enzyme responsible for
phosphorylating Ser 474. A possible candidate for this Mapping and Quantification of the Phosphorylation Sites
enzyme is a kinase that interacts with the hydrophobic by Mass Spectrometry
binding groove of PKB, perhaps via a sequence similar The SDS-PAGE separated proteins were excised from the gel, re-

duced with DDT, alkylated with iodoacetamide, cleaved with trypsinto the hydrophobic motif of PKB or PIFtide.
(Promega, sequencing grade), and extracted from the gel as de-
scribed by Shevchenko et al. (1996). Peptides were fractionated andExperimental Procedures
analyzed by LC-MS. The potential phosphopeptides were identified
in the LC fraction by mass and further analyzed by NanoESI MSMS toExpression and Purification of �PH-PKB-�C and �PH-PKB
confirm the sequence and phosphorylation site within the peptidesGeneration of recombinant baculovirus using the GIBCO/Life Sci-

ences Bacmid system was performed using standard procedures. according to the method of Wilm & Mann (1996). Approximate quan-
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tification was done by extraction and integration of the ions of inter- kinase C� on serine 657 controls the accumulation of active enzyme
and contributes to its phosphatase-resistant state. J. Biol. Chem.est for the phosphorylated as well as the nonphosphorylated form

of the peptides in the corresponding LC-MS runs. 272, 3544–3549.

Bradshaw, J.M., Grucza, R.A., Ladbury, J.E., and Waksman, G.
Expression in HEK293 Cells and Purification of PKB and Mutants (1998). Probing the “two-pronged plug two-holed socket” model for
pFastBacHTa�PHPKB��C (residues 146-460) expression vector the mechanism of binding of the Src SH2 domain to phosphotyrosyl
was used as template for mutagenesis by the Quik Change (Stra- peptides: a thermodynamic study. Biochemistry 37, 9083–9090.
tagene) method. The His-tagged cDNAs encoding the wild-type and

Brazil, D.P., and Hemmings, B.A. (2001). Ten years of protein kinase
mutant derivatives were transferred from the pFastBacHTA plasmid

B signalling: a hard Akt to follow. Trends Biochem. Sci. 26, 657–664.
to pcDNA3.1 (Hygromycin). pcDNA3.1.�PHPKB��C wild-type and

Brodbeck, D., Hill, M.M., and Hemmings, B.A. (2001). Two splicemutant derivatives were transfected into HEK293 cells (Hill and Hem-
variants of protein kinase B gamma have different regulatory capac-mings, 2002). For purification of PKB, fifty 10 cm tissue culture plates
ity depending on the presence or absence of the regulatory phos-were transfected with 10 �g DNA per plate with the appropriate
phorylation site serine 472 in the carboxyl-terminal hydrophobicconstruct of 48 or 72 hr in DMEM medium containing 10% serum
domain. J. Biol. Chem. 276, 29550–29558.at 37�C.

Cells were harvested by washing with ice-cold phosphate buf- Brünger, A.T., Adams, P.D., Clore, G.M., DeLano, W.L., Gros, P.,
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NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.1 �M sodium vanadate, 2 �M microcystin, l �M software suite for macromolecular structure determination. Acta
benzamidine, and 1 �M PMSF). Lysates were snap frozen in liquid Crystallogr. D Biol. Crystallogr. 54, 905–921.
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760–763.ATP, in 50 mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.4) in a total volume of 1 ml for 3 hr at
Coffer, P.J., and Woodgett, J.R. (1991). Molecular cloning and char-22�C followed by incubation at 4�C for 12 hr. The resin was then
acterisation of a novel putative protein-serine kinase related to thewashed with PBS followed by 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) and 0.5 mM
cAMP-dependent and protein kinase C. Eur. J. Biochem. 201,EDTA. PKB� was eluted using 80 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 0.5 M
475–481.imidazole, and 0.5 M NaCl.
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